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George Douglas Brewerton (1827-:-1901):
Pioneer Artist of Territorial
New Mexico
JOURDAN HOUSTON

In 1863, Albert Bierstadt's massive canvas, The Rocky Mountains,
Lander's Peak, secured a place for paintings of the American West on
eastern parlor walls. Six feet high and ten feet wide, the scene of an
Indian encampment stunned observers in Boston and New York not only
by its size and merit, but also by its dramatic depiction of what one
admirer noted was "a hitherto unknown portion of American scenery."\
By mid-decade, in the thrall of Manifest Destiny, established landscape
artists began leaving New York's Hudson River Valley for the Continental Divide, recording the rigor's of the prairies, the seeming infinity
of the plains and, with ample hyperbole, the majesty of local mountains. In this artistic vision of the post-Civil War frontier, the northern
Rockies prevailed, ranging from Pike's Peak in central Colorado to the
Wind River Mountains, in present-day Wyoming, the site of Bierstadt's
stunning painting.
One decade earlier,'art patrons in New York and Washington were
collectingnow-forgotten oils of the Rockies in New Mexico Territory.
George Douglas Brewerton, a young Yankee artist who had p'assed
through the region in 1848, was producing dramatic, keenly-crafted
paintings of the Southwest for eastern patrons. In 1854, his two large
oils of New Mexico Territory were probably the earliest landscapes of
these locales exhibited in the National Academy of Design in New York.
In 1855, a Brewerton landscape of Taos appeared in the spring National Academy show. Several months later, both New York and BosJourdan Houston holds a B.A. from Mount Holyoke College and an M.A: from the
University of Vermont. She is an independent scholar who addresses the lives and
works of American artists born before 1830, and focuses particularly upon those who
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ton newspapers were reporting that residents of the summer resort of
Newport, Rhode Island, were enjoying exhibitions of Brewerton's
"Rocky Mountain scenery," which in fact were views of southern Colorado and New Mexico.
Owners of Brewerton's works included soap and cosmetics magnate Samuel Colgate and China trade merchant George Talbot Olyphant,
both of New York; merchant and philanthropist John Welsh of Philadelphia; and banker and art benefactor, William Wilson Corcoran,
founder of the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. Several of
these paintings still exist; however, their ties to New Mexico have been
identified only recently.
Brewerton crossed New Mexico Territory in 1848, when the "frontier" still included parts ofIllinois and Missouri. Few other eastern artists had sketched or painted New Mexico Territory before 1850; three
notable exceptions include John Mix Stanley (1814-72) and brothers
Richard Hovenden Kern (1821-53) and Edward Meyer Kern (182363). These and the few other artists who entered the southern Rockies
in the late 1840s and early 1850s usually arrived with assignments to
produce illustrations or maps for government expeditions; their work
. in New Mexico did not translate into cabinet paintings for Eastern
homes. 2 The remaining artists of the Far West traversed routes at higher
latitudes, usually via the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, or along the
Oregon Trail, again often with official overland exploration parties.
Brewerton followed in the wake of history most of his life, documenting much of it with both pen and brush. He was born in 1827, and
before he died in 1901 he worked as an artist, journalist, historian, poet,
pioneer, ordained minister, military strategist, real estate agent, and lawyer. Throughout his life, he remained a practicing and prolific painter.
Although most famous for his Pacific Coast scenes and northwestern
landscapes-which he produced in profusion toward the end of his long
career-the recent identification of Brewerton's early New Mexican
works brings attention to the beginning of his career.
Brewerton was born in Newport on 3 June 1827 to an established
Rhode Island family.3 His mother, Caroline L. Knight (1801-53), was a
direct descendant of Edward Greene Malbone (1777-1807), an artist
best known for his miniatures. 4 Brewerton's father, General Henry
Brewerton (1801-79), engineered the Cumberland Road in the early
1830s, and he was superintendent of his alma mater, West Point, from
1845 to 1852. 5
At the U.s. Military Academy, Douglas Brewerton studied drawing
with Robert W. Weir, a European-trained artist and a well-connected
member of the National Academy of Design. Weir had instructed West
Point students in drawing since 1832. 6 His reputation as a painter of
historical and genre works waxed large even in his lifetime; he painted
portraits and landscapes with equal facility. Under Weir, a student in
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the 1840s would have attended classes in landscape drawing, topography, and the human figure, while being able to observe his teacher painting during the "ample leisure" allowed "for [Weir'sl.private labors."7
In the words of Weir's friend, art critic Henry Tuckerman, the "average
degree of merit" among West Point drawing students astonished observers.
In his surviving pencil sketches from the field, Brewerton delivers
adventure and whimsy, but in his oil paintings he reflects both the precision of his topographical training under Weir and the high "finish"
common in American landscape art at mid-century. The young painter
managed to extract both mood and atmosphere from his sketches of
New Mexico Territory, suggesting an inflection to his canvases that
anticipated a later art movement, luminism. Brewerton eschewed genre
painting, preferring to convey a suggestion of narrative and even drama
by injecting an explorer (often himself) pondering a fire, storm, or caravan crossing the prairie-scenes unimagined in the East .
. In form, Brewerton sometimes adopted a stylized mode that emphasized line. In later years, this method was compatible with the characteristics of the Japanese style which captured American arts.
Brewerton's stylistic attributes make his paintings seem more recent
than the 1850s. Although the incorporation of pastels would lighten
Brewerton's palette considerably, his artistic form W9uld change little
over the decades.
Brewerton left home at age nineteen to begin six years of military
duty on the western frontier, stirred by the pending U.S. war with
Mexico. He became a U.S. Army volunteer in 1846 as a second lieutenant, joining a regiment fonned by Jonathan D. Stevenson, a family acquaintance. 8 The ten companies of 700 men made up the Seventh New
York Volunteers, later renamed the First Regiment New York Volunteers. They trained briefly on New York's Governor's Island,
distinguishedly uniformed in "pantaloons of dark, mixed grey, with
scarlet strip or cord up the seam of the leg, blue coats with scarlet trimmings, [and] a new style of French cap, very becoming."9 The volunteers, described as "men whose hands know useful labor," had been
recruited with future American settlement and economic expansion of
California in mind and were encouraged to bring tools of their trade on
their voyage West. Many who served until the dissolution of their volunteer corps in August 1848 indeed did become California pioneers.
Almost half the men were still in California in 1867, and Brewerton
returned several times for reunions with them. lo
Brewerton arrived in Monterey, C~lifornia on 17 August 1847 on
the U.S. store ship Southampton. II He was stationed first at Sonoma
with Company C of the First New York Infantry Volunteers and eventually was ordered "to the command of the guard quartered in San Francisco, then known as Yerba Buena" at the Presidio, overlooking the
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G. Douglas Brewerton. Photograph by Mathew B. Brady. Reproduction, U.8., Washington, D.C., Library of Congress, Daguerreotype Collection, no. U8262-109947.

bay.'2 Barely a decade after the first house had been built there, the
town he was protecting had a population of about 800. At what he called
the "old dobie barracks,"Brewerton commanded thirty men, as well as
two captured Mexican cannons that he described as "prolific in cracks,
but deficient on bore."'3
In 1848, Brewerton was assigned to the First Dragoons in California, a venerable regiment with a tradition of service in the West. l4 Commanded by Colonel Richard B. Mason, the Dragoons also included as a
member Kit Carson (1809-68), who recently had been appointed Lieu-
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tenant of Rifles in the U.S. Army by President James K. Polk. 15
Brewerton, now in the regular Army, was ordered to accompany Carson
east. He sailed to Los Angeles in March on the ship Barnstable to join
Carson's advance camp, and on 4 May the two men left Los Angele~ in
a party of twenty-eight for Taos, Carson's home town. Carson was carrying dispatches for the federal government, including information from
Colonel Mason about the recent discovery of gold in California.
This long trip with Carson was the genesis of Brewerton's sketches,
writings, and paintings of New Mexico Territory; the region would
dominate his literary and artistic activities throughout the 185 Os. The
territory previously had embraced much of what is now the American
Southwest, including contemporary New Mexico, Arizona, mU'ch of
Colorado, and portions of Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. 16
The travelers-who included several former members of John C.
Fremont's exploration party-left California on mules, following the
Old Spanish Trail south of Salt Lake City. They crossed the Wasatch
Mountains in Utah and entered present-day Colorado east of Moab.
The men probably followed the Gunnison River, crossed Cochetopa
Pass, and entered the San Luis Valley, site of one of contemporary
Colorado's olde~t settlements, San-Luis, then in New Mexico Territory. From there, they turned south to Taos. During the rigorous trip,
the crew suffered a capsized raft, the loss of saddles and munitions,
and a serious encounter with Indians not long before arriving in Taos.1 7
Both the route the men took in 1848 into contemporary New Mexico
and the events of the trip' are important in identifying the locations of
Brewerton's early western paintings. Sketches he made during the trip
and wood engravings of some of them provide clues to the large oils he
produced in the 1850s.
Several of the period's foremost engravers translated the young
man's pencil drawings of his adventures into detail when Brewerton
wrote three separate articles about his journey for Harper's New
Monthly. The accounts were published over a period of eight years.
The magazine had beenintroduced by the four Harper brothers in 1850,
and Brewerton's chronicle was its first lengthy description of the Southwest. IS
In his first memoir of his 1848 trip, published in Harper's in August 1853 as "A Ride With Kit Carson," Brewerton-who called it "my
first essay in prose writing for the press"-wrote skillfully.'9 He made
frequent fun of himself as a clumsy Yankee, but praised the shortstatured and skilled scout, Carson, who led the way on the journey. The
party first spent eight days traversing what the artist called "the sands
of the Great American Desert." The trip inspired Brewerton to paint
Jornada del Muerto in 1853. 20 The scene of this work lies in the Mojave
Desert, between Bitter Spring and Resting Spring in California. 21 Into
this rocky wasteland the artist has injected a wickiup-style teepee char-
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acteristic of the Mojave Indians, but the atmosphere is one of quiet and
stark, angular, almost alien geology.
The party soon met a large contingent of New Mexican horse traders and all were harassed by Indians, who dropped rocks on their heads.
The men encountered snows, and then lost much of their gear (including Brewerton's early notes and sketches) in the Grand River when one
of their six rafts capsized. In his autobiography, Carson wrote that "Lieutenant Brewerton ... and some of the men were on the opposite bank.
They were nearly naked, and had to remain in that state until morning,
when I sent a man over to them with an axe so they could make another
raft. Some of the men were compelled to ride bareback until we reached
Taos."22
Carson, Brewerton, and a number of hired muleteers were following the Old Spanish Trail which crossed through the California desert
into Utah and the Wasatch Range. Then, near what is now Grand Junction, Colorado, the trail split. One segment followed a southerly route
via the Dolores River Valley through Durango and the Pine River valley into New Mexico. The more easterly route tracked north of the
Gunnison Valley and turned south across Cochetopa Pass into the San
Luis Valley. This 10,032-foot pass "is a wonderful gap," journalistexplorer Gwinn Harris Heap wrote in 1854 after retracing the route of a
disastrous expedition made five years earlier by Fremont, "or, more
properly speaking, a natural GATE, as its name denotes in the Utah
language." Cochetopa, Heap noted, means "buffalo gate." 23
The easterly segment of the Spanish Trail is almost certainly the
one the party followed. As other scholars of the trail have noted, this
was the most direct way to Taos. 24 Having explored the region earlier
for Fremont's third expedition (1845-47), Carson was extremely familiar with this route-known also as Kit Carson's Trail. 25 Brewerton's
Harper's Monthly chronology of the travelers' entry into what he called
the Taos Valley suggests the San Luis Valley, west of the Sangre de
Cristo mountain range. Brewerton provides evidence that the group came
into the San Luis Valley by crossing the very gradual Cochetopa Pass
in his two-volume history of the state of Washington. In the account,
this voluble author cited the travails of Marcus Whitman (1802-47),
the pioneer missionary and doctor who struggled across the Grand and
Green Rivers and the Cochetopa Pass in the winter of 1842-43, while
en route to the Santa Fe Trail. Brewerton suggests that he, too, experienced similar difficulties there, but in better weather. 26
. As they entered into what later became the state of New Mexico,
Brewerton and Carson survived a serious challenge to their passage by
a local Ute tribe. Somewhat tattered, they arrived in "the Mexican village of Taos," as Brewerton called it, and they were cared for by Josepha
Jaramillo, Carson's young wife, whom he had married in 1843.
The twenty-one-year-old artist proved himself a close observer of
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local life, first in Taos and later in Santa Fe. His observations and pictorial sketches were published in April 1854 in Brewerton's second
Harper's Monthly article, "Incidents of Travel in New Mexico." Taos,
in his estimation, had "little to commend it to the notice of the traveler," populated as it was by people he described as "indolent men" and
"toiling women." After resting there as guest of the Carsons for several
days, Brewerton went to Santa Fe before heading east to take up his
new military assignment.
En route to Santa Fe, Brewerton spent a jovial night drinking and
gambling with a local friar at a "little Mexican village." Once in Santa
Fe, ,he acquired a new wardrobe, later mocking himself as a dandy in a
typically self-deprecating verbal portrait. But he found little in this
town's favor either. He blamed the Catholic Church for "whelming [sic]
a land in moral darkness," condoning such vices as gambling from
which, he noted, no class abstained. The artist had another explanation
for his distaste for Santa Fe: "It is possible that the life of wild excitement which I had been leading during my Rocky Mountain journeyings
[sic] had unfitted me ... for [the city's] every-day realities."27
Brewerton, delayed by illness, left Santa Fe for the East in late June
1848. He joined a wagon train of I 00 teamsters and 500 cattle that
headed north past the Mora, "the western prairie port of the great Santa
Fe Trail."28 The Mora, colloquially called "the Moro" by travelers like
mountain man James Beckwourth, was the setting-off point for wagon
trains on the southern fork, or Cimmaron Trail. 29 In fact, both
Beckwourth and trader Francis X. Aubrey were on the Santa Fe Trail in
July 1848. Brewerton encountered Aubrey-whom he remembered as
"a small but very active man, all bone and muscle, just the figure for
such an expedition"~at the Arkansas River crossing; this pioneer of
the Missouri-New Mexico route was leading his second train of mulewagons that year to Santa Fe. 3D Brewerton sketched at the Mora. He
first drew the wagon trains leaving the Rockies and entering the Great
Plains; these sketches were the basis for later oil paintings. It is worth
repeating his reflection on the Plains at the Mora: "here, ... [the Plains ']
Western barriers, the Rocky Mountains, tower aloft like'the gigantic
coast of an inland sea; [with] majestic steeps, many of them snowcapped or robed in clouds."31 This segment of the Rockies, part of the
Sangre de Cristo range, borders vast eastern plains where, in Brewerton's
words, the "voyageur feels most fully that he is gazing upon an unfamiliar land, for the realization of which no previous experiences of travel
could have prepared him. "32
Brewerton was busy painting canvases of the New Mexico Rockies
by early 1853, only months after his 31 December 1852 discharge from
the Army. As early as March 1853, his depiction of the Mora was reproduced with the title, "A Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains"
in the Illustrated News, a fledgling New York City publication. 33 A sec-
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ond, similar painting finished by Brewerton a year later, also cal1ed
Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains, was owned by Dr. Reuben
Curtis Moffatt, a prominent Brooklyn physician with ties to other artists. The painting was exhibited at the National Academy of Design in
New York City in 1854. 34
The next known engraving of the New Mexico plains taken from
Brewerton's sketches did not appear until 1862 under the title, "The
Prairie Ocean." Brewerton cited the location as the Mora in his final
Harper's article, "In The Buffalo Country." This article was an account
of his travels along the Santa Fe Trail to Kansas; publication had been
delayed nearly a decade because the manuscript had been thought lost
in a "wasting conflagration" at Harper's in December 1853. 35
The original sketch for the Mora scene has not been located, but
another has recently come to light in the Crocker col1ection of the California Historical Society. Apparently intended for Harper's but never
published, the pencil sketch clearly depicts the same area, bears
Brewerton's signature, is titled "The Great Plains," and was at Harper's
in the fall of 1854. That November, B. 1. Lossing, an agent for Harper's
and co-engraver (with William Barritt) of Brewerton's first magazine
installment, returned a series of other artists' sketches to entrepreneurphotographer J. Wesley Jones. Jones had traveled the Oregon Trail, taking daguerreotypes. Jones' hopes that Harper's would publish his
account had been deflected by his own procrastination and by publicationof other accounts, such as Brewerton's. 36
Brewerton's newly-identified pencil sketch, marked "not to be
done," appears to have been mixed in with the sketches returned to
Jones; the sketch offers powerful commentary on the diminutive place
of man in the vast expanse of the "prairie ocean." The signed drawing
complements a half-dozen others which survive from his July 1848 trip
from Santa Fe to Kansas. 37
The artist advanced past the Mora at a pace of three miles an hour
toward the Cimmaron .and Arkansas rivers and Kansas Territory. Along
the way, Brewerton shot his first buffalo. Separated from his party,
Brewerton was baffled when it came to butchering the animal. The bemused Yankee settled for the old bull's tongue and tail as trophies and
met with prolonged ribbing from his companions about "the tale of the
'Lieutenant's buffalo.'''38 His sketch of the beast advancing vigorously
toward the armed artist is among the sketches held by the Gilcrease
Museum in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The buffalo and Brewerton probably
would not recognize themselves in the pencil depiction, but the wood
engravers restored to each a more recognizable mien.
The engravers who translated the other surviving sketches from
Brewerton's pencil drawings were James H. Richardson and Thomas
Cox, who worked together in New York from 1853 to 1859 in their
engraving firm, Richardson & Cox. Brewerton called these men the
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George Brewerton, "Crossing the Rocky Mountains," 1854. Oil on canvas. Corcoran
Gallery of Art. Gift of William Wilson Corcoran.

"very best artists," and the two converted Brewerton's sometimes understated sketches into detailed wood engravings for the second (1854)
and third (1862) segments of.the artist's Harper's series. In fact,
Richardson and Cox probably executed many of the 1862 sketches before the Harper's fire. One of the works exhibited by Brewe"rton in Philadelphia in 1859~Night Scene in the Upper Arkansas-Burning
Prairie-clearly grew from this journey, but no drawing from the trip
has been located. However, sketches of the wagon trains fording the
Arkansas River, of Indian glyphs on a tree, and of the artist surveying
the skeletal remains of massacred Comanches are in the Gilcrease Museum collections; engravings from the sketches were reproduced in the
1862 article and are in the contemporary reprint of all three articles by
the University of Nebraska Press;39
In December 1852, Brewerton left his last military posting at the
just-designated and as yet unbuilt Fort Clark near Bracketville, Texas.
Two companies of the First Infantry under the command of Major Joseph Hatch Lamotte, plus members of the U.S. Mounted Rifles, were
stationed in mid-1852 in the midst of Kickapoo, Comanche, and other
Indian populations. Their mission was to begin preparations for a fort
in an area known as Las Moras, named after the local mulberries; the
fort was established to protect the increased flow of American settlers
into this hot and desolate region. 40 Brewerton later recalled riding
"through many a weary mile of Texas chaparral, and [breaking] commissary biscuit amid the swamps on the headwaters of Las Moras."41
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Before Fort Clark was built, however, Brewerton returned to civilian life. Resigning from the Army on 1 January 1853, he moved to
Brooklyn, New York-his intermittent home throughout his life and
possibly the home of a family forebear-to paint reflections of what he
called "my wanderings through the wilds of the Rocky Mountains." He
soon had a wife and a child, George Douglas Brewerton, Jr. 42 While in
New York, Brewerton worked at the offices of William Colgate & Co.,
the soap manufacturing firm run by Brewerton's contemporary and patron, Samuel Colgate (1822-97).
In 1854, Brewerton was contemplating a biography of Carson. The
scout had sent a letter to his friend from Taos in January, praising the
artist's firstHarper's article, published the previous August. Responding to "My dear Kit" in March, Brewerton reflected, "I shall always
look back to the hours which we passed together at 'Bridge Creek' and
upon the road as the happiest of my life. "43 In his letter, Carson offered
to send Brewerton an account of his life, which Brewerton planned to
edit. Carson apologized to Brewerton for not having a portrait to send
east, but Brewerton replied that he had received a pencil likeness of
Carson in a letter from Jesse Benton Fremont, wife of explorer John C.
Fremont. Brewerton was having the Carson likeness engraved by the
"very best artists" (Richardson and Cox), adding, "and you will find
your portrait in Harper's for-I presume-July next. "44
Brewerton was waiting for Harper's to release his second installment of "our adventures in Taos and Santa Fe," published in April as
"Incidents of Travel in New Mexico," and expected a third installment
to follow. But, because of the mislaid manuscript after the Harper's
fire, both Brewerton and Carson waited until September 1862 for Jesse
Benton Fremont's sketch of Carson to finally appear. 45
Not all of the illustrations in the Harper's texts are from Brewerton's
sketches. When Brewerton discusses his first encounter with Navajos,
he states that the images in two wood engravings in the magazine are
"from the originals of which 1 am indebted to the sketches of Mr. R. H.
Kern." The second and third articles borrow several illustrations from
Josiah Gregg's (1806-50) 1844 account of the region, Commerce of
the Prairies, among them a picture of a caballero galloping into Santa
Fe and another of a prairie dog settlement. Lossing, the engraver for
Brewerton's first installment in 1853, executed several scenes for
Gregg's book. 46 Brewerton credits two pictures of church ruins to William H. Emory's 1848 Notes of a Military Reconnaissance (sic), from
Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California. Brewerton
also quotes briefly from both Gregg and Emory to describe Santa Fe
and Pecos. 47
Soon after Brewerton wrote Carson in March 1854, two oil paintings of New Mexico Territory by Brewerton appeared at the attenuated
twenty-ninth annual exhibition of the National Academy of the Arts of
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Design. The Academy had just sold its galleries at Broadway and Bond
streets "for a handsome sum" yielding a $60,000 profit and was about
to move. 48 The one-month exhibition was deemed "more than commonly
attractive," with "the usual predominance of portraits, a goodly array
of landscapes, and a paucity of historical pictures. "49 Brewerton had'
submitted Moffat's painting, Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains,
and Gorge in the Rockies: Storm Brewing, owned by Alfred Large, a
British-born importer. Both paintings clearly derived from Brewerton's
1848 trip and both may be among the early Brewertons still extant, because they have almost identical titles to surviving Brewerton oils and
the dates on the surviving paintings match exhibition records.
Brewerton produced two paintings in 1854 that still survive. Crossing the Rocky Mountains hangs today at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C. This scene is very similar to the 1853 engraving in
New York Illustrated titled "A Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains" depicting the Mora. Brewerton's own words convey the vista:

The distant wagon-covers of the far-off train had dwindled into
snowy specks upon a perf~ct sea of vegetation. The emerald
hue of the verdure at our feet faded with increasing distance
into bluer tints, which in their turn became gray and misty as
they neared the horizon. 50

The Corcoran Gallery painting, which measures thirty-by-forty-fourand-one-quarter inches, was in the personal collection of banker and
art patron Corcoran. .=Gorge in the Rocky Mountains, also dated 1854, is in the collection
of the Butler Institute in Youngstown, Ohio; it, too, measures thirtyby-forty-four-and-one-fourth inches and is strongly reminiscent of
the Gunnison River gorges above which the Carson party would have
traveled. A vast foreground chasm, roiling grey clouds in the distance,
and a hint of emerging light through them create a dramatic panorama.
It hints of the luminists to come-scenes bled to the side rather than
framed by the conventional tree or natural form, a flat middle ground
horizon reaching as a plane from edge to edge, and the form's characteristic quiet space. Brewerton's illuminated blues and backlit yellows
also mark his shift from the browns common to the original American
landscape school.
In 1855-more than four decades before New York artists Ernest
L. Blu'menschein (1874-1960) and Bert Geer Phillips (1868-1956) arrived in Taos to begin what became known as a New Mexico school of
art-Brewerton painted what was possibly the first landscape of Taos
presented to an eastern audience. H~ exhibited View ofthe Taos Valley,
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G. Douglas Brewerton, Fording the Arkansas, 1848. Qraphite on paper. From the Collection of Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa, Accession No. 0226.492.

N Mexico, at the National Academy in 1'855 in an exhibition held above
the former Dusseldorf Gallery Y Highlighting the "small" but "creditable" show was an "experiment" by an "indefatigable and progressive
young artist," Frederick E. Church (1826-1900), who had submitted a
series of South American scenes; an observer added, however, that "as
usual, most of the pictures are portraits. "52
George Talbot Olyphant (1819-73) owned Brewerton's Taos landscape. His collection also included Church's Twilight in the Tropics,
and T. H. Hotchkiss' Study in Kauterskill Cove. 53 Another Brewerton
work, A Misty Morning, which belonged to Colgate, yields no clue regarding its locale. Neither of his original paintings has been located.
Brewerton produced other works from the territory as well. Four
months after the Academy show, in the summer of 1855, Brewerton
was exhibiting them in his hometown of Newport. In July, artists at the
Rhode Island resort included landscape artist John F. Kensett "whose
rocks and waterfalls are unsurpassed in this country;" Jane Stuart (181288), daughter of portraitist Gilbert Stuart; miniaturist Richard Morrell
Staigg (1817-81) and "Brewerton, who exhibits Rocky Mountain scenery. "54
The pioneering status of these 1850s Brewerton paintings of territorial New Mexico cannot be easily understated. Although several artists visited the New Mexico region before Brewerton, none translated
their experiences into the formal, popular landscapes of the academy
walls as Brewerton did. The National Academy would not hang another
landscape of the Rocky Mountains until 1860, when it exhibited
Bierstadt's Base afthe Rocky Mountains. 55
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For nearly three decades, the art of the West usually took the form
of engravings, Indian portraits, and watercolors. Samuel Seymour's
(active 1790-1823) 1823 View of the Rocky Mountains on the Platte '50
Miles from their Bases was among the earliest, sketched in the area of
Greeley, Colorado. Twenty-five years later, the first panorama of Santa
Fe was published, drawn by topographical engineer James Abert (182071), a former West Point student of Weir and of Weir's assistant in the
,late 1840s, Seth Eastman (1808-75).56 Eastman and others, such as
George Catlin (1796-1872), had produced Indian portraits and genre
works by the time Brewerton painted, but the Western landscape in the
mode of the American landscape school had yet to emerge. In the words
of nineteenth-century chronicler James Grant Wilson,

The opening of the West inspired some of our artists ... Those
who depicted for us the picturesque life of the Indian, the trapper, and the other border characters, though men of ability, were
not artists of the very first rank. Yet the enthusiasm and vigor
of painters like George Catlin, Charles Deas, and especially
William Ranney, seem to atone for technical defects. 57

American art in the early 1850s was "in its infancy," Tuckerman
(1813-71) wrote, and the art collector's fancy often remained focused
either on portraits or on Europe's old masters, who had inspired a brisk
trade in originals, copies, and fakes. 58 In 1853, as Brewerton was working on his views of the Rockies, Shearjashub Spooner (1809-59), an
energetic dentist-turn ed-arts advocate, publicly expressed his dismay
over this attitude, saying he had "frequently heard our artists bitterly
complain of the meanness of our countrymen in patronizing everything
foreign, not only at home but abroad."59 In contrast to most exhibitors'
practices, however, the National Academy of Design hung only "native" artists, which strengthened the opportunity for showing American scenes.
The landscapes that characterized the country's first school of art
had barely emerged in the early 1850s; the school had yet to dismiss
the topographical training of many artists and instead embrace the more
personal, expressive, and painterly approach to a scene. The national
character of this nascent American landscape school was seen as "avoiding German formalism, French affectation and English prettiness" by
beating a new, nationalistic path. 60 At the same time, American artists
faced criticism because of their "ignorance" or dismissal of Europe's
artistic and technical legacies. 6\
Brewerton helped turn Americans' attention westward not only as
an artist but as a writer as well. In 1856, Brewerton was receiving
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considerable acclaim for his first book, The War In Kansas, A Rough
Trip to the Border Among New Homes and Strange People. Moved by a
newspaper headline about Kansas in early December 1855, Brewerton
"in that instant of time" decided to go to Kansas "most of all because
we ~anted a change-the comforts of civilization had begun to weary
us-we longed for a rougher life-for Prairie air and Border freedom."
He had already, in his words, "scribbled" for the New York Herald,
and he persuaded its editors to send him to cover the fighting in Kansas
that had erupted in December over the status of slavery in the territory.
He was to cover the political events, as well as "full information of the
agricultural and industrial progress of the new territory and people. "62
Armed with letters of introduction to Kansas Territorial Governor
Wilson Shannon and former Missouri Senator David Rice Atchison, then
a supporter of the pro-slavery faction in Kansas Territory, Brewerton
traveled west by rail and by stage. He spent a month reporting on the
often eccentric personalities of the major (and a few minor) players in
the dispute between North and South, sketching them on occasion. His
accounts to the Herald were published in a book by Derby & Jackson.
Brewerton dedicates his book to:

Kit Carson, "The Mountain Man" and Guide, with whom we
have traversed the wilds of the Rocky Mountains, and the sunscorched sands of the American desert ... as an evidence of
the sincere regard which is entertained for him, both as a
voyageur and as a man, by his old comrade, the author. 63

In his reporting, Brewerton tried to depict what he saw as the "inner life in all great events," along with an "under-current of adventure
and character." He left Kansas with a strong assertion that, left alone,
"the moral atmosphere of the Territory would clear itself from its impurities in six months time." If not, he wrote, "When Kansas bleeds,
Georgia must open her veins, and Massachusetts, too, for when this
comes to pass, it requires no prophet to foretell a struggle which will
crimson alike the Missouri, and the Hudson."64
Leslie's Illustrated Weekly called Brewerton's book "stirring," noting that Brewerton was already "well known to the public" and "certainly wields the pen with effect, but is also an artist of superior
claims."65 Accompanied by eight illustrations-including a dramatic one
of the author entering Kansas on horseback in a blizzard-and written
in flowery but often 'wry prose, the book was declared "valuable" in the
1886 Annals of Kansas because Brewerton "was not a partisan," and
"because he wrote down the Northern and Southern versions of our affairs in the very words of the leading actors."66 The Annals' editor added
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that the author "was an interviewer, but trusted his pen instead of his
imagination. "67
Brewerton openly acknowledged that he held pro-slavery viewsas did the Border Ruffians in Kansas-in spite of his declaration of
strong loyalty to the Union. 68 Despite his being judged ~'probably the
ablest professional writer on the anti-free-state side," Brewerton was
nevertheless considered "decidedly advantageous to the free-state
cause" because of his objectivity. According to the early assessment of
one historian, "Many of his narratives may stand for accepted record."69
Even today, Brewerton's 400-page account is considered one of the
most astute and balanced reports of Kansas events of the time.
Brewerton appears to have spent time in both New York City and
Kansas after the publication of his book. He returned to the east by
1857, with a law degree earned in Lecompton, Kansas, under "Judge
Scrugham."70 He was still in Brooklyn in 1857 when the Sketch Club,
Brooklyn's first artists' association, was born in the studios of Alonzo
Chappel (1828-87). Seymour Guy (1824-1910), Samuel Colman (18321920), George Inness (1825-94), and J. G. Brown (1831-1913) were
among members whose aims were for both "social purposes and original compositions," but also for sales and exhibitions. The group met in
. different artists' studios in the Dodworth Building on Montague Street.
Brewerton left for Newport in 1858, living above the town post
office until the next year, when two more of his early western works
appeared at a major exhibition. 71 Hung at the thirty-sixth annual exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in April 1859, one
of the paintings was titled Sunset House, Rocky Mountain Scenery, and
the other, Night Scene in the Upper Arkansas-Burning Prairie. 72 Both
were owned by Philadelphia merchant, philanthropist, and future U.S.
ambassador to England John Welsh (1805-86), whose collection included a work by local artist Edward Moran (1829-1901), Thomas
Moran's older brother,73
Brewerton's two scenes introduced New Mexico Territory to Philadelphians, although they were i;Jy no means the first paintings of the
Far West to be seen at the Academy. In 1852, Alfred Jacob Miller of
Baltimore was represented by three works from his 1837 travels into
the Wind River Mountains in present-day Wyoming. One, The Trapper's
Bride, remains one of Miller's most celebrated paintings, and one he
reproduced often. 74 In the 1858 exhibition at the Academy, two ear.ly
New Mexico artists reflected their personal connection when Stanley
exhibited Portrait of An Artist, owned by Philadelphia native Edward
Kern. 75 Philadelphia was home to several other artists of the early frontier: both Seymour and Titian Ramsay Peale (1799-1885) went west in
1819 with Major Stephen H. Long and reached Colorado in 1820;
Chester Harding (1792-1866) left Pittsburgh at the same time and
painted portraits in Kentucky and Missouri, including one of Daniel
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Boone. Philadelphia miniaturist and ex-lawyer Catlin, known today for
his Indian portraits, arrived in St. Louis in 1830 for a stay of several
years .
. Around the time Brewerton's New Mexico works were hung in 1859
atthe Philadelphia Academy on Chestnut Street, a second son, Edward
M. Brewerton, was born in New York. At this time, the artist left his
native Newport to take up yet another profession, the ministry. Possibly heeding the strong Baptist beliefs of his mentors, the Colgates,
Brewerton was "licensed" to preach in April 1859 in Newport, where
the First Baptist Church lay claim to being the oldest Baptist Church in
America. 76 When Brewerton was ordained as a Baptist clergyman in
Elmira, New York that August, the event was announced in the press as
far away as Washington, D.C. 77 He became minister of the Elmira Central Baptist Church, founded in 1854 by sixty-four members of the city's
First Baptist Church. 78 Brewerton appears in the Elmira city directory
in 1860, but soon after left the community to enlist in the Union Army
during the Civil War. 79
According to Brewerton's daughter, Mabel, who recounted her
father's history nearly thirty years after his death, Brewerton declined
the chance to command a volunteer regiment from New York during
the war. Instead, he joined the staff of General Rufus Saxton (18241908), whom Brewerton almost certainly knew when Saxton, Class of
1849, was a student at West Point. 80 In 1861, Saxton was chief quartermaster in supplying six month's worth of equipment and supplies for
General William Tecumseh Sherman's expeditionary force of 13,000
troops and 1,200 horses sent from New York City to Port Royal, South
Carolina. Saxton succeeded General Isaac 1. Stevens in the command
of Union occupation troops on the Sea Islands of South Carolina in
1862, remaining military governor of the Department of the South in
Beaufort, an elegant town lined with ante~bellum homes on Port Royal
Island, South Carolina, until 1865. 81
Saxton later took command of the extensive colony of freed African Americans on islands extending from Hilton Head south to Jacksonville, helping recruit and train men for battle and executing orders
from Sherman to provide freedmen with "forty acres and a mule."
Saxton, a career officer, had earlier ties both to Stevens and to the art
of western exploration: in 1853, he was in charge of the lead party in
Steven's Pacific railroad expedition in the Northwest.
Saxton oversaw the August to December 1863 bombardment of
Charleston. 82 While serving with Saxton, Brewerton painted a series of
oils depicting Fort Sumter, Charleston Harbor's symbol of Confederate
defiance. One pair of oils, painted in 1863 and measuring three-feetby-six-feet, was titled Bombardment of Fort Sumpter, April 13, 1861
(sic) and After the Bombardment of Fort Sumpter (sic). Another depiction of Fort Sumter by Brewerton is dated 1862 and was painted from
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George Douglas Brewerton, "A Great Plain," ca. 1848. Graphite on paper. California
Historical Society, FN-28874.

Fort Moultrie on Sullivan Island at the northern side of Charleston Harbor. 83 Two of the large Fort Sumter canvases were once in the collection of the Union League Club of New York City, founded during the
Civil War and "devoted to the social organization of the sentiment of
loyalty to the Union." (The club's art galleries in its Queen Ann-style
headquarters on Fifth A venue' were judged to be "superb. ")84
During the war, Brewerton wrote three tactical training aids.for recruits, titled The Automaton Regiment, The Automaton Company, and
The Automaton Battery. "These devices for the instructions of recruits"
were intended to assist the "many untrained soldiers [who] were eagerly studying the rudiments of the art of war," and "were extensively
used in connection with books of tactics."85 Brewerton retired from the
war as a brevet colonel and used the moniker "colonel" for the rest of
his life. 86
Before the war ended, however, Brewerton's manuscript of his departure from New Mexico Territory was n~discovered at the Harper
brothers' publishing house. Despite the interval of more than a decade
between Brewerton's trip and the manuscript's recovery, the editors
reasoned that since 1848 "so little change has taken place in the region
that [the article] is as true to the fact today as though now first written." So they pu bl ished it in September 1862 as "In the Buffalo Country;" the account begins in the Mora, the scene of the painting now in
the Corcoran Gallery in Washington, D.CY
In the spring of 1865, as the war came to a close, Brewerton re-
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turned to Brooklyn to paint. 88 Beginning in 1867, he was in Annesville,
New York as "Elder Brewerton," pastor of the Annesville Baptist Church
near Utica. By 1869, however, church records show his successor in
place. 89 Brewerton may have left his pastorate as early as 1868, since
he had a studio in Newport that spring and had just delivered two paintings to former Civil War general and then Rhode Island governor,
Ambrose Burnside (1824-81), who had been at West Point from 1843
to 1847, when the young Brewerton was there. A visitor to Brewer-ton's
studio reflected that "whether it is a view of the Dumplings, the .tight
ship at Brenton's Reef, a forest scene, the icebergs of Labrador, the
storm at sea or the soft and mellow hues of a beauti ful sunset, all are so
perfectly delineated, that the observer is charmed with the production."90
As Brewerton ministered to the congregation in Annesville in 1867,
a wave of eastern landscape artists ventured to the Rocky Mountains.
Three Chicago-based artists-James Gookins (1840-1904), Henry
Elkins (1847-84), and Henry Chapman Ford (1828-94 )-traveled west
together in 1866. Writing in Harper's in October, Gookins remarked
that both William H. Beard (1824-1900), whose animal paintings
Brewerton admired, and Worthington Whittredge (1820-1910) were
"traversing this region."9! Only Whittredge ventured south to New
Mexico that summer, visiting Santa Fe and Albuquerque before returning to Fort Union at the Mora, where Brewerton had stopped eighteen
years earlier. Whittredge joined General John Pope on a regional review of the Department of the Missouri, which included the army of
the American Southwest. Pope had New Mexico ties. In 1851, as an
Army captain, he had hired Edward Kern, then in New Mexico, on a
mapping mission from Santa Fe to Missouri. In 1854, he had led the
thirty-second parallel exploration for the Pacific rail route from the
Red River to the Rio Grande.
Like Brewerton and so many other artists of the Southwest,
Whittredge came under the thrall of Carson, who joined the artist on a
sketching trip. Whittredge's perception of the eccentric scout came very
close to that of Brewerton, who wrote, "The Kit Carson of my imagination was over six feet high ... with enormous beard and a voice like a
roused lion ... The real Kit Carson I found to be a plain, simple, unostentatious man, rather below medium height, with brown, curling hair,
little or no beard, and a voice as soft and gentle as a woman's."
Whittredge produced a panorama of Santa Fe executed on 20 July 1866.
Whittredge exhibited his first Western painting at the National Academy of Design, The Plains At The Base ofthe Rocky Mountains, in 1868,
fifteen years after Brewerton's first Rockies scene was hung by the
Academy.
"Colonel Brewerton" was back in Rhode Island by 1869, when his
two books on Newport-Fitz Poodle at Newport and Ida Lewis, the
Heroine of Lime Rock-were published. 92 Ida Lewis, a Newport native
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born in 1842, was the daughter'of a lighthouse keeper known for her
rescues of boatmen in peril, the last of which occurred in 1869;
Brewerton interviewed her for the book. Brewerton and his wife, Fannie,
remained in Newport in 1870 with their sons George and Edward.
Brewerton owned real estate valued at $3,500-a sizable figure for the
time, and is identified in the U.S. census as an "artist painter. "93 But he
re-appears the next year listed as an "artist" in the Brooklyn city directory in a studio at 196 Washington Street. He lived in Brooklyn for the
next dozen years, returning at times to his Newport home and also traveling to Europe in the late 1870s. 94 He exhibited at the Brooklyn Art
Association, which had been founded in 1861 by members of the Sketch
Club. The association was a key venue for Brewerton's works for a
decade beginning in 1867, when he submitted a painting titled Scene in
the Rocky Mountains owned by Edward Dodge. 95
When he moved to the state of Washington, probably in the late
1880s, Brewerton painted, sold real estate, and sent his poems to the
Tacoma newspapers. The artist was a member of the Annie Wright Seminary art club in Tacoma in 1889, and he exhibited at the Western Washington Industrial Exposition in 1891. 96 In 1892, he co"':authored a key,
'two-volume history of the state with Julian Hawthorne, son of Nathaniel.
It is now clear, however, that Hawthorne never wrote a word of the
history, and that Hawthorne had never even met the man he called "the
poetical colonel."97 The two-volume history is a,thorough, sometimes
chatty, and, indeed, poetical effort of 1,400 pages; it includes the history of the state by county, and biographies of its key citizens. In 1892,
the colonel was listed as having "removed to Brooklyn," although his
wife, Sarah, stayed in Tacoma through 1911.
In the History of Washington, Brewerton occasionally discusses his
life as a schoolboy, as a soldier, and as a frontiersman "guided by the
famous Kit Carson, with a small party of Fremont's voyageurs." He
recalls his role as Indian expert, his early advocacy of a transcontinental railroad, and he proffers a paean to his new "hometown" of Tacoma
which suggests the scope of his travels:

, The author has been permitted to personally inspect many of
the greatest mountains of earth-to view the Andes, the Rockies,
the Alps, those of Mexico and Brazil, and many more of lesser
note-but Tacoma, making the most as she does of her individuality, impressed us more strongly with a sense of altitude
and majesty than any other, though of greater height, that we
have as yet seen. 98

Brewerton returned to California in July of 1887 as a featured speaker
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at an annual gathering of the California Pioneers. 99 The artist opens his
verse with reference to Beard, the New York animal painter who had
first come West in 1866 and who was known especially for his paintings of mischievous and anthropomorphic bears. Brewerton calls Beard
"an artist of merit and fame" and recalls a favorite work of Beard, Bears
on A Bender, comparing the listening pioneers toa group of "tame bears
on a bender."loo
Brewerton, referred to incorrectly as James A. Brewerton and
George D. Brewster in some references, maintained a fairly constant
presence in the art communities of Newport, Tacoma, San Francisco,
and Brooklyn. 1ol At the time of his death in 190 I, he had a studio in the
Arbuckle Building in Brooklyn, where he was described as "constantly
at his art work, his pastels of California scenery being widely sold and
appreciated."lo2 He returned intermittently to Rhode Island to paint and
write, and he painted locales in the Hudson River Valley, in New Hampshire, the Catskill and Adirondack mountains, Lake Superior, the Southeast, and Mount Desert, Maine, as well as scenes in Ireland, Nova Scotia,
and "the tropics."IOJ
He exhibited paintings of the southern Rockies and New Mexico
Territory throughout his life. A surviving Brewerton oil painting, Indian Encampment, was last known to be in New York City in the 1970s.
Like many of his western works, this painting measures thirty-threeby-forty-nine inches; it depicts an Indian camp and canoeists beside a
river, beneath a dramatic array of snow-covered mountains. 104
Brewerton's last two Western paintings exhibited at the Brooklyn Art
Association were titled Rocky Mountain Cascade (May 1874) and Rocky
Mountain Lake (November 1875).
Another large oil by Brewerton located recently, dated 1856, is
clearly a self-portrait of the artist camping by a large river in mountainous terrain. The painting, which measures forty-five-by-sixty
inches, shows the artist's initials both on his blanket and carved in a
tree above his dinner, which is a large splayed fish. This fondness for
hidden initials is found in the Corcoran Gallery prairie oil where "GDB"
has been discovered "carved" in a fallen foreground tree. lOS In the selfportrait, Brewerton wears his signature red buckskin jacket while looking across raging waterfalls at a wagon road that approaches the
riverbank. The location remains in question, although the date suggests
either California or the southern Rockies.
Douglas Brewerton died of pneumonia in Fordham, New York, on
31 January 190 I, leaving behind a poem which might have served as
his epitaph:

There were days when [I] shivered leg deep in the snows,
Where the rude rugged peaks of the "Rockies" uprose.
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Or burned 'neath the sun on the dry, arid plain,
Till the longing for water surpassed hope of gain.
I know it, for oft 'mid the sands of the South
Have I chewed on a bullet to moisten my mouth. ·r· . 106

In the twentieth'century, the artist's western works have been included
in exhibitions at the Whitney Museum in.New York City, the Oakland
Museum, and the Denver Art Museum. 107 Despite a prolific output of
paintings in his life, the identification and location of his works-especially of his Rockies paintings-is scanty. lOB But given the prospect that
virtually any of his early paintings of the southern Rockies will be derived from his 1848 journey through the Southwest, one can be satisfied that time and more research will certainly expand the record of
'George Douglas Brewerton as a pioneerlandscape painter of territorial
New Mexico.
'
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